
This is the situation that Marilyn found herself in when she arrived at Northlands Rescue Mission earlier 
this year. It is not a place she had ever expected to be.

“I had everything. I had my life set. I’m 56, and I went 
from being set in life to this.”
Marilyn is a mother of three. She’s lived an engaging and successful life, having worked as a certified 
nursing assistant and a caregiver at multiple nursing homes. She’s even leased her own bar. Until 
recently, Marilyn lived in a small town in North Dakota, where she owned her own home.

She decided to sell her house to her son and purchase his trailer. He was in the process of starting a 
family with his wife, and she wanted him to have a spacious home. During this transition, however, 
financial disaster struck. For Marilyn, the result was the loss of her home and the trailer. This left her with 
few options, and she found herself in a situation she’d never been in before.

“I was living off and on with relatives,” Marilyn says. “It seemed like every step I took, I was taking two 
back. Just trying to get my life back.”

When Marilyn arrived in Grand Forks, social services referred her to Northlands Rescue Mission. It is the 
first and only homeless shelter she has been to.

“It’s not home, but the staff has been really good to me,” she says. “I get along with a lot of the clients, 
because they’re in the same position I am. There are a lot of nice people in here.” 
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Sue, I want to help people recover 
from unforeseen troubles.

Who becomes homeless, and why? These are questions that 
many people have grappled with, and there is no simple answer. 
That is because any person could become homeless for any 
number of reasons. Health problems, a slow economy, a lack of 
affordable housing, substance abuse, and domestic violence are 
just a few. Many of us simply don’t have the resources to bounce 
back from unforeseen and troubling circumstances on our own. 
Studies have found that nearly half of Americans are a single 
paycheck away from poverty. Less than half of Americans 
could cover an unexpected $1000 expense. Given this, it 
comes as no surprise that one day someone could be housed 
and fed, and the next day they could lose everything.
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Give Via Credit Card
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Sue Shirek
Executive Director

P.S. Your gift helps men and women “Start Again.”

“It’s a good thing they have places like this,” Marilyn says of the Mission. “You get three meals a day, 
you get to shower, and you get to wash your clothes. I am super grateful for the volunteers and the 
people who donate to this place. Every night I thank the Good Lord that I have a bed to lay on.”

Marilyn’s time is spent looking for a job and helping out around the Mission. She washes the tables 
after breakfast, and she’s in charge of keeping part of the upstairs clean. “The chores don’t bother me at 
all,” she says. “People are not lazy in here, and everyone does their part.”

With the support of the Mission, Marilyn feels like she has a real shot to get her life back. Her priority is 
finding a job so she can qualify for a place to stay. With the assistance of Mission staff, she has filled out 
a number of applications.

“I’m looking forward to getting my life back to where it was,” Marilyn says.

"I don't want to be rich, I don't want to be famous. 
I just want a home."

Remember Dave and Lisa? 
We are happy to report that Dave and Lisa have successfully moved 
into a housing unit with their children. They have a stable source of 
income and are hopeful for the future. The resources that our 
generous donors help provide have contributed greatly to their 
success. Dave and Lisa’s move is one of more than 100 positive 
housing outcomes for Mission clients in 2019 so far.  
With your support, we can continue to change lives 
and bring hope back to those who need it most. Thank you.

*If you would like to make a monthly recurring contribution, please contact cindy@jointhemission.org




